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AS WE FOUND IT, THE BACKGROUND

Richard Burbidge Ltd is a family owned company established by Mr Henry 

Burbidge in 1867.  Based in Oswestry, Shropshire, the company designs, 

manufactures and supplies timber products for the home and garden.

Despite having survived many challenging economic downturns in its 150 

year history, the recent global downturn may well have proven to be 

insurmountable for the company’s directors.  The leadership team 

recognised there was a need for change in the operating philosophy of 

Richard Burbidge Ltd which has been run as a family business for 50 years. 

This change was needed to address the hierarchical, clan based 

management structure that had developed over time. This created and 

fostered an increasing lack of ownership and responsibility from the 

workforce. The culture at the time was one of little consequence or 

accountability for tasks and delivery. The management relationship with 

shop floor staff was one of “adult to child”.
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OUR APPROACH

Rialto reviewed the strategic ambitions of the company and through some accelerated weeks of analysis, established 

the gap between the current workforce capabilities / key competencies and their ability to meet the ambitions of the 

firm needing to operate differently in a New World.

Working with Richard Burbidge HR Director and Director of Operations, we established an accelerated programme to 

understand the organisation from the ground up.  We began the process with a culture audit which defined the 

existing and the desired culture & performance. This was followed by specialised workshops for managers and 

(separately) HR training and coaching for every employee. This  latter approach enabled every employee (at all 

levels) to make their choice to commit to the vision of the company and engage with a transformational culture 

change programme as well as step up their performance or develop their career, aspirations and skills in new 

directions (either internally or externally).  Every employee faced a choice.

THE OUTCOMES

All employees now have monthly 1–1 review meetings with line managers to confirm on track/off track against their step 

up self-development commitment plans. The results from these reviews have been positive, with only a minimum number 

of employees not achieving the desired level. 

Since the start of the programme the company has achieved a reduction in unplanned absence of 4.5% (in November 

2011) to 3.2% currently (late 2012) and a complete business year with Zero lost time due to accidents. 
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WHAT’S MORE…

Overheads have reduced and the team have 
committed a £500K saving for the year. This 
has been delivered 3 months early (so 
watch this space for final numbers!)

An example of an individual employee’s 
Step up plan was to transfer to the  
Company’s China site for a year and deliver 
a further £180K of savings which was 
accepted by the leadership team 

Another Individual’s Step Up Plan was to 
deliver £250K of savings in the Distribution 
function

Staff engagement increased, confirmed 
through survey company council

Absence reduced by 1.3% 

Reduction in lost time accidents from 14 in 
2010 to the present average of 1per year. 

OTIF has increased by 20% with New 
records of service being set monthly – latest 
is 100% Delivery in full for full month (the 
Company have NO forward orders only 
immediate dispatch day of order) 

MEASURED SUCCESS

We set out to change a company 
where the culture had grown over 
several generations of family 
leadership, best characterised as 
hierarchical and clan-based.  The 
company are well on the way to 
transferring the culture to an 
adhocracy which is market focused, 
where there is now more 
ownership, interest and 
accountability, focusing on 
delivering quality to the customer.  
This is a company which looks and 
feels different and for the better.

The company is leaner and more 
profitable than before, with clear 
financial and cultural benefits which 
can be measured definitively.  But 
there’s more to do, and the key 
stakeholders of the programme 
continue to drive some of these 
changes and embed the new culture 
even further to maintain and strive 
towards fit for purpose agility and 
adaptability in mindsets.
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